
Happiness Coach 
AISHA GHANI

2000+ SESSIONS & 30+ COUNTRIES



Certified Happiness Coach from Berkeley's,
California, USA.
NLP Trainer
Experience of over a decade in the LIVE
Experiencial industy
2000+ Events, 30+ Countries.
Public Speaker 

 
She works in the spectrum of personal
development and workplace productivity.

ABOUT



 The first of its kind exclusive training programme to
increase work productivity in individuals and enhance
company prestige by invoking internal happiness and
wellbeing as the tools for long term high performance. 

Tailor made packages to train the respective minds of
employees, leaders, entrepreneurs and students from
different work areas like IT, Sales, business, corporate  to
realize & achieve their highest potential. 

To combat stress, mental lethargy and unproductivity to
alter the state of mind and evolve habits to bring creative
visualization and inculcate the 'power of wow'. 

The specially formulated power content and duration will
be exclusive to target groups to suit their respective needs.

About Her Signature Module
'Happiness & High Performance'



TRUSTED BY TOP GLOBAL BRANDS

Microsoft



GALLERY



Services
Offered  

Tailor-Made
Corporate
Session 

Happiness &
High
Performance
Session

Every organization works on its individual
mission and principles, we work closely with
the HR team to formulate exclusive tailor
made sessions to suit the requirements of
the employees/ address a particular
concern. Eg, unproductivity, stress & anxiety,
work pressure etc

With the objective of employee
wellbeing, we make use of powerful
activities from meditation to storytelling
to creative visualization to bring more
calm and transformation in indivisuals.

Happiness brings High Performance,
it's never the other way round. Happy
employees are 13% more productive
than others. Keeping this in mind, we
work on invoking internal happiness
for long term high performance. 

Mindfulness
Conclaves



Call us
+91-9711946775

Email us
info.aishaghani@gmail.com

Visit our website
www.aishaghani.com

Let's work
together

Get in touch with us 

Follow us 
Facebook- Aisha Ghani
Instagram- aishaghaniofficial
LinkedIn- Aisha Ghani
Youtube -Aisha Ghani

http://www.aishaghani.com/
https://www.facebook.com/aishathewordsmith
https://www.instagram.com/aishaghaniofficial/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emceeaishaghani/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzfx14UNkQPsPY8IQ0dqnsA


Thank
 you! Feel free to approach us

if you have any questions.


